
Stakeholder feedback  

Leveraging insights yielded from extensive industry consultation, the NSW Department of Industry has developed a Government-led and industry-driven Strategy to grow the 
NSW Advanced Manufacturing industry. The component parts of this Strategy, detailed below, collectively seek to harness the existing skills and capabilities within NSW to 
develop and position NSW as a globally competitive Advanced Manufacturing market. The table below outlines the strategies underpinning the focus areas to enable the 
growth of the Advanced Manufacturing Industry in NSW. We welcome the feedback provided by stakeholders. Please use the table below to provide comment.  

  



General Comments    

 

Regional Development Australia Sydney (RDA Sydney) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Draft NSW Advanced Manufacturing Industry Development Strategy released by the 

NSW Department of Industry. 

RDA Sydney is a COAG initiated partnership between the Australian and State governments created to strengthen communities. It is part of a national network of 52 RDA committees made 

up of local leaders representing government, business, community groups and other key regional stakeholders to provide targeted advice to government on key issues affecting the economic 

development of the Sydney region. 

For some time now RDA Sydney has been working with all levels of government, industry groups, business, research and development, education organizations and community 

representatives to identify needs and opportunities and facilitate the development of new ideas, projects and initiatives across all Sydney regions.  

We progress agendas through the establishment or participation in interest groups, roundtable discussions and leadership networks.  

RDA Sydney has had a long trajectory in the manufacturing sector, including related services and technology development enterprises. Following on from the work of the precursor 

organization Greater Western Sydney Economic Development Board from 2005- 2009, RDA Sydney has been involved in a number of manufacturing initiatives aimed as building the 

capabilities and advancement of the sector. RDA Sydney has: 

 Facilitated Western Sydney Manufacturing Forums and Innovation Technology Showcase Events 2009-2011 

 Facilitated Greater Western Sydney Manufacturing & Engineering Skills Development Taskforce 2009-2012 

 Held regular consultations and roundtable discussions with manufacturers around Sydney to identify their needs and challenges 

 Established a number of manufacturers’ networks around Sydney (South Sydney, Ingleburn and Liverpool)  

 Established by RDA Sydney in 2012, the Sydney Aerospace and Defence Interest Group (SADIG - www.sadig.org.au) has active networks, events, and on-line service support for 

SME members including manufacturers, service businesses and research groups. This group is a good example of a NSW collaborative group of aviation, space, aerospace and 

defence industry groups (with over 200 members) working together with education & research on international marketing, skills, supply chain and innovation issues.     

 Established the Manufacturing Community of Practice in conjunction with CSIRO, the Macquarie University Innovation Hub and Ryde Council 

 Commissioned the Industrial Relations Research Centre  UNSW to conduct research on manufacturing skills needs  

 Held regular consultations with manufacturing stakeholders (CSIRO, ICN, Deloitte, Southern Strength, Australian Industry Group, NSW Business Chamber, UTS Business School, 

UNSW, Department of Industry, WSU) to address the barriers and constraints experienced by manufacturers outlined in the research project’s report and in the feedback provided by 

manufacturers themselves during consultations and roundtable discussions. 

 Held ideation workshops with manufacturing stakeholders (using design thinking) to generate ideas and design a series of measures to address the barriers.  

 Worked in the development of The Manufacturing Lighthouse concept which emerged from the discussions with manufacturing peak bodies (see attached copy)  

 Commissioned/Wrote the Manufacturing Lighthouse Business Case in consultation with manufacturing SMEs and manufacturing stakeholders. This is a project that seeks to build an 

advanced manufacturing platform to assist SMEs to transition into Industry 4.0, to communicate and collaborate with other companies, link with researchers and access information 

from a centralized one-stop shop portal.  

 

RDA Sydney believes the Manufacturing Lighthouse concept should be an important part of the NSW Government Advanced Manufacturing Strategy as a communications platform. It 

would help revitalise the manufacturing sector by building a stronger ecosystem of connected, informed and digital-ready SMEs that are able to capture opportunities in value adding and 

remain competitive in an economic environment dominated by globalization, market fragmentation, hyper competition and the knowledge-information revolution. 

 

http://www.sadig.org.au/


No other sectors have emerged to fill manufacturing’s traditional role. If an adequate level of commitment and investment is made by the NSW government now the manufacturing and 

related sectors can become pillars in the broader NSW economic profile for decades to come. 

In 2016, as part of its funding agreement with the NSW Government, RDA Sydney conducted a comprehensive study of “Strategic Industries Development around the Western Sydney 

Employment Area” (https://www.rdasydney.org.au/imagesDB/news/WSEAStrategicIndustriesProjectReportFinalAugust8.pdf), and some of the key recommendations related to advanced 

manufacturing include: 

 RDA Sydney believes that in order to bring about change it will be imperative that entrepreneurs, designers, engineers and manufacturers become more aware of the skills and 

technology capabilities available from other entities across Sydney. Individual companies should be encouraged to learn how to better relate to their clients, understand the changing 

nature of world markets with digital disruption, and how in response, they can collaborate strategically with others, and innovate all elements across their business in their products, 

processes and management systems.  

 RDA Sydney recommends to the NSW government that they should endeavour to create a new Start-up Ecosystem for Manufacturing in Sydney, and support industry groups to 

develop clusters and online capability directories across industry specialties and geographically. RDA Sydney seeks NSW government support to help develop a major advanced 

manufacturing & electronics cluster model for Sydney -based on a UCSD Connect San Diego style model. In a similar way to the San Diego region, this could be developed over a 

range of competitive industry streams covering all of Sydney including GWS.  

 RDA Sydney seeks NSW government support to help develop and build industry capability profiles, and a geographic/sector database of the leading manufacturing and research 

industry sectors. This would include the industry research and technology centres, and companies with leading-edge technologies and expertise.   

 RDA Sydney seeks NSW government support to help run some formation workshops and build an initial where-to-go website which would bring together details as to the capabilities, 

research assistance, and where to go for assistance etc, as well as to create a place where start-up entrepreneurs, venture capitalists  and business advisors could be involved.  

 RDA Sydney would recommend to the NSW government that they invest in building the necessary international technical and managerial expertise team to bring all this together – 

investigating and building on the core industry and research competencies that already exist, but more importantly how to build new industry opportunities around data centres; 

around start-ups, smart products and technologies; IoT; B2B and Machine 2 Machine real-time automation systems and robotics. 

RDA Sydney most certainly supports the NSW government in shifting its focus towards initiatives that help all manufacturing firms in the State become smarter in the way they produce 

their goods ie an implication for a broader definition of advanced manufacturing policy: programs to help NSW firms become global manufacturing champions now need to focus more 

strongly on how firms produce their goods rather than on what goods firms produce.  

The new definition of manufacturing is long overdue and more adequately reflects the changing nature of manufacturing worldwide.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.rdasydney.org.au/imagesDB/news/WSEAStrategicIndustriesProjectReportFinalAugust8.pdf


If you would like to comment on specific sections please fill out the feedback form below: 

Focus Area Strategy Are you a partner organisation? Comment 

Advanced Knowledge  

1. Increase 
collaboration 
between 
government, 
industry and 
academia to 
information 
share and build 
industry 
capability 

Drive collaboration across the 

advanced manufacturing 

ecosystem 

RDA Sydney regards itself as a 
partner organisation 

RDA Sydney through the Manufacturing Lighthouse Concept has been exploring 
opportunities to increase collaboration between industry and academia. Many 

manufacturing SMEs work in relative isolation and because of their size disadvantage are 
not accessing existing resources so they are missing out on opportunities to value add.  

According to a Business Research Collaboration Discovery Research report issued by 
the Department of Industry, Innovation and Science, companies are faced with 
convoluted, unclear language and unexpected time delays when negotiating projects with 
researchers. Also, research organisations do not market their research staff and 
capabilities in a way that is easy for businesses to understand or navigate. This means 
that businesses are relying on chance meetings, existing contacts, internet searches and 
other ad-hoc methods to find a research partners.  

So there is a strong need to improve communication and navigation. The report says that 
even in those cases where researchers have collaborated with industry, when research 
organisations do not meet agreed project timelines it is costly for manufactures, and this 
undermines the collaboration, sometimes leaving businesses reluctant to collaborate 
again.  The report also revealed that the research agenda and priorities of a research 
organization do not always align with the companies’ needs. 

At the same time, many manufacturers remain unaware of available government support. 
Some do not have a great understanding of the benefits of collaboration, particularly time-
poor SMEs, others may not be knowledgeable in negotiating IP issues and may not have 
access to legal advice. These can cause delays in projects and loss of opportunities.  

The Manufacturing Lighthouse Business Case details the establishment of a digital 
collaborative platform for sharing, modelling and innovation where companies can post 
their industrial problems and find experts (consultants, researchers, students) to solve 
them – A cyber laboratory where academics and manufacturers can work on solutions 
together, and where they can discuss, develop and publish specifications of emerging 
industrial problems, including highly complex problems that require cross disciplinary 
research across institutional and national boundaries.   

The Manufacturing Lighthouse Stakeholder Group and RDA Sydney are now working 
with Data 61/CSIRO to work out ways to integrate this digital collaborative platform for 
sharing, modelling and innovation into the broader Data 61+ Platform which is already 
being built. For more information: 

Expert Connect: https://expertconnect.data61.csiro.au/ (and FAQS 
https://expertconnect.data61.csiro.au/faq) and InnovationMap: 
https://www.data61.csiro.au/Map  

An explanation of how the platform was developed & what’s next: 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/data-driven-industry-researcher-connections-zoe-piper/  

https://expertconnect.data61.csiro.au/
https://expertconnect.data61.csiro.au/faq
https://www.data61.csiro.au/Map
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/data-driven-industry-researcher-connections-zoe-piper/


Focus Area Strategy Are you a partner organisation? Comment 

In an effort to increase collaboration between the industry and academia, RDA Sydney 
has established the Food and Agribusiness Research Organisations Network which 

comprises of all research organisations working in this field in Sydney, Wollongong and 
Newcastle. RDA Sydney has organized meetings aimed at developing an industry 
engagement strategy, increase collaboration and communication between research 
organisations and liaise with both State and Federal Governments on research needs 
and industry policy issues. This initiative emerged from a seminar RDA Sydney organized 
aimed at increasing the capabilities of the food and agribusiness sector where it was 
found that often academics investigating the same fields do not tend to communicate or 
collaborate with one another, or with industry, as a result industry is losing opportunities 
to innovate or commercialise new products, services or value add. 

RECOMMENDATION: That the NSW Government works with the Manufacturing 
Lighthouse Stakeholder Group to build on the current activities that are already 
aligned with the Draft Strategy. 

RDA Sydney also believes there is also a need to improve collaboration between 
industry and government.  

As outlined in the Advanced Manufacturing Industry Development Strategy both the NSW 

and Federal government already has in place a number of mechanisms and programs 
aimed at encouraging greater business research collaboration, yet despite this 
investment collaboration rates remain low. There is no funding support for the 
development of larger collaborative industry cluster groups such as SADIG. 

Manufacturers have expressed concerns that some government collaboration programs 
are not marketed effectively to companies. We believe that some programs may not have 
the scale to have maximum impact are also lacking coordination and would benefit from 
greater policy cohesion. 

RDA Sydney has already helped facilitate collaborative cluster groups, which encourage 
and support better collaboration between industry and government, education and 
research institutions. We need more support to continue and develop these into other 
industry sectors. 

RDA Sydney believes Manufacturing needs supportive government programs and 
policies with a long term certainty and funding. Government can fall into a short-term 
mindset that produces poorly designed short-term assistance programs, normally limited 
to a small number of SMEs. We believe that a more long-term and holistic economic 
development strategy is needed.  

RDA Sydney believes that programs work better when they are part of a solid and more 
holistic economic development plan and regional stakeholders groups that are consulted 
on a continuous basis. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: There is a need to - 

1. Provide funding support to facilitation and maintenance of industry cluster 
groups such as SADIG and our advanced manufacturing cluster groups. 



Focus Area Strategy Are you a partner organisation? Comment 

2. Streamline and simplify the grants process to make it easier with advice 
and support for manufacturers to apply. 

3. Examine how programs might be better integrated and consolidated in one 
platform or portal rather than in multiple sites. 

4. Collect case studies of successful collaboration, including for possible 
use in awareness raising or marketing campaigns and identify 
opportunities to improve. 

5. Review if existing NSW assistance grants are producing the most 
promising results then scale up those programs that are successful and 
commit them to the long term.  

Investigate establishing advanced 

manufacturing Living Lab and/ or 

Hub in NSW in partnership with the 

Commonwealth Department of 

Industry and AMGC  

 RDA Sydney supports establishing an advanced manufacturing Living Lab or Hub. 

However, we do believe it would be important for the NSW Government to conduct some 
research into other models for innovation and cooperation that are successful overseas 
and that are more suited to advance manufacturing. 

One such a model is the US-based Smart Manufacturing Leadership Coalition (SMLC) 
https://smartmanufacturingcoalition.org  

The SMLC leads an advanced manufacturing platform that assists companies to 
transition to Industry 4.0. This is a shared, open, cloud-based architecture and software 
infrastructure that integrates components required to assemble customized, advanced 
manufacturing systems on a standard-based deployment infrastructure. According to the 
SMLC manager, this platform significantly lowers the barriers of cost and complexity in 
applying advanced technologies (core data analytics, modelling and simulation resources 
to manufacturing operations) and addressing the challenges SMEs face integrating 
technology into their workplace.  

RDA Sydney believes this model might be more suited to assist manufacturing SMEs in 
more practical ways, rather than a Living Lab which is far more experimental.  

 

Alternatively the Connect San Diego model  https://www.connect.org/about-connect 

This well-developed has been successfully working for over 30 years, and should be 
looked at as it has been replicated in over 24 countries around the world. CONNECT 
helps entrepreneurs with expert guidance, access to capital, and the business tools they 
need.  

CONNECT’s vast network of experienced C-level executives, domain experts, and 
strategic advisors help established companies master the specific growth challenges of 
the mid-market.  

CONNECT’s vast innovation economy network and influence in the policy arena supports 
-level executives as they address the unique challenges of running large-scale, 
multinational organizations. 

 

https://smartmanufacturingcoalition.org/
https://www.connect.org/about-connect


Focus Area Strategy Are you a partner organisation? Comment 

RECOMMENDATION: That the Department of Industry conducts some research on 
the effectiveness of different models used overseas (Germany, China, US) to assist 
Australian manufacturing SMEs in the transition to 4.0 prior to making a decision 
on the most effective model for Australian SMEs. 

Organise and support informal 

networking events for NSW-based 

manufacturers, researchers and 

large manufacturing companies 

that improve knowledge-sharing 

about market trends and business 

opportunities  

 RDA Sydney has much experience organizing and supporting informal networking 
events for Sydney manufacturers, researchers and large manufacturing 
companies. 

Our experience shows that it is difficult to attract SMEs to events. Many events tend to be 
filled with business advisers rather than actual manufacturers. As mentioned earlier, RDA 
Sydney is facilitating four manufacturing groups across Sydney including a Manufacturing 
Community of Practice where manufacturers can engage in problem solving, collective 
learning, learning about the innovation ecosystem, building business collaboration and 
communication, gaining up-to-date information on the latest developments in 
manufacturing and accessing grants.  

The groups are not large as it is important to build core relationships and are driven by 
the manufacturers themselves. It is easier to attract manufacturers to this type of 
activities with a clearly defined value proposition for them. 

The core activity of a community of practice is problem-solving workshops and tapping 
into the experts that can solve very specific problems, whether through peer learning or 
accessing the capabilities of research organizations. For instance the community of 
practice in Ryde is tapping into the expertise of CSIRO and Macquarie University 
Innovation Hub. The group is also interested in learning what capabilities exist outside 
these two institutions that can be of assistance to them. 

RDA Sydney has facilitated Western Sydney Manufacturing Forums, supported National 
Manufacturing Week and many other knowledge sharing events held in Sydney. SADIG 
has hosted and supported networking events through core interest groups on Innovation, 
Skills and Supply Chain, and feedback has indicated strong support for these initiatives 
from researchers and SME’s. Recent initiatives in Advanced Composites, Space 2.0, 
Autonomous Systems and Harmonization of Aircraft Regulation and Licensing have 
confirmed the need for NSW Government to collaborate with the research sector and 
SME’s to initiate, stage and sponsor similar events. For details of these activities go to 
www.sadig.org.au 

RECOMMENDATION: That the NSW Department of Industry supports current 
initiatives and encourages the development of manufacturing communities of 
practice within industrial sites or specific areas in Sydney. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: That NSW Department of Industry use its Sydney and 
regional networks to scope interest for further networking and business 
development opportunities. Collaboration with research groups and Federal 
Government departments is recommended to enable sponsorship and support for 
events to attract manufacturers and service providers. 

http://www.sadig.org.au/


Focus Area Strategy Are you a partner organisation? Comment 

Organise and support open 

days/information forums at 

Australian universities and 

research organisations  

 RDA Sydney believe that open days at Australian universities and research organizations 
are a very good way of promoting the capabilities of TAFE’s, universities and research 
organizations.  Part of the current funding to universities & research organizations should 
be used for this purpose. Our Manufacturing Lighthouse model would also assist in 
communication and engagement.  

However we need to recognize that SME’s need to know in real time 24/7 the potential 
capabilities of these institutions- what, where and how they can help? Attracting many 
manufacturing SMEs is difficult because apart from being time poor, they are not used to 
dealing with academic institutions. 

RECOMMENDATION: That the Department of Industry consults widely with 
manufacturers prior to organizing events for them, to discuss the type of subject 
matters they could benefit from and then market and organize the event around 
that.  

Best Practice speaker series, 

modelled on the successful Lean 

Manufacturing program in the 

Central West/Orange region of 

NSW (offering a series of 

workshops for local manufacturers)  

 Greater Western Sydney Economic Development Board (GWSEDB) and SADIG have 
run successful Best Practice Series Speaker events with the DoI and Industry partners 
over the last 12 years. These need to be built around a workshop- be interactive and 
allow participants to learn from case studies and other success stories.   

Academic speaker series (inviting 

leading Australian and global 

researchers to brief a select group 

of NSW manufacturers on latest 

projects and innovations), 

leveraging the Visitor Entrepreneur 

Program and the US Studies 

Centre, attached the University of 

Sydney  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Western Sydney Manufacturing Week forums run by GWSEDB from 2005-2012, and 
industry forums run by SADIG, NSW Business chamber or Ai Group and other industry 
partners such as Deloitte, KPMG or IBM were run around this idea drawing up to  200-
300 attendees.  They should be well advertised but not necessarily to a select group.  

Connect San Diego do this all the time.  



Focus Area Strategy Are you a partner organisation? Comment 

2. Skills for the 
advanced 
manufacturing 
jobs of the 
future – 
focussing on 
education, 
qualifications 
and increasing 
skills intensity 

DoI (ID lead; with Training  

Services NSW, PEA, Department 

of Education) will work with key 

partners to identify the nature of the 

skills gap in NSW advanced 

manufacturing   

 RDA Sydney with the South West Sydney Manufacturing Taskforce in 2013-2014 
engaged the UNSW Industrial Relations Centre to prepare an industry survey & report on 
Skills Gaps in NSW Advanced Manufacturing. This report would be useful as a starting 
point. If supported, RDA Sydney could help with access to a wide range of manufacturing 
companies and industry clusters.  

The World Manufacturing Forum, The World Economic Forum, CEDA, DATA61 have 
produced excellent reports on the future of work and skills in relation to manufacturing, 
technology and the future. AiGroup, Deloitte and KPMG also have good data.     

RECOMMENDATION: DoI work with industry partners to confirm advanced 
manufacturing skills gap from above reports, with survey from wide ranging types 
of industry companies in NSW.   

Scope solutions that will help to 

minimise skills gap. These may 

include initiatives such as: 

Informal workshops and developing 

tools, including online tools that will 

assist businesses in advanced 

manufacturing, in particular SMES, 

with the aim to aggregate demand 

for skills (“skills clustering”) 

(short/medium term); and 

Investigate coordinating an industry 

– led mentoring/management 

capability building program, 

through formal or informal 

management training (short term). 

 RDA Sydney believes that revitalizing the sector will take coordinated action and long-
term investment on a much bigger scale if it is going to have the desired impact. The 
education system alone cannot be expected to solve all problems. Deeper cooperation 
and coordination will be needed from industry, university, government and training 
sectors.  

According to the AMGC knowledge gaps are apparent in various areas of industry: 
robotics, automatic productions, materials and composites, digital design, bio and nano-
manufacturing micro and virtual reality. However we also need better management skills, 
international marketing strategy skills, financial management, real-time AI IT 
communications expertise and project management skills to improve in-house 
knowledge, processes and business development.  

RDA Sydney believes promoting STEM skills to students will be crucial. According to the 
Foundation for Young Australians (FYA), traditional, linear career trajectories are rapidly 
becoming an antiquated notion. We already have some excellent STEM programs such 
as the F1 in Schools technology challenge in schools but they need more support so we 
can propagate in many other schools across the state.   

There is no doubt that continuous learning will be part of our everyday engagement with 
work and learning on the job means to absorb new information, work with new technology 
constantly as well as problem solving, communicating and working autonomously, flexibly 
and with a more entrepreneurial mindset as well as in a team environment and STEM 
skills. It is programs like the F1in schools program that is teaching these skills in the next 
generation. 

Apprenticeships will also need to be a greater part of the solution. However, changes to 
the current system need to be made to make it more flexible, agile and relevant. 
Employability soft skills, communication and teamwork skills need to be taught more in 
schools or post school/pre-work facilities in TAFE. SME’s need access to apprenticeship 
support organizations who provide the initial pre-trained apprentices. The whole system 
will need to be more responsive to changes in technology and the speed in which digital 
disruption occurs. Systemic changes may be needed in the regulatory framework, 
simplifying the processes and improving the performance. 



Focus Area Strategy Are you a partner organisation? Comment 

 

Much has been said about the idea of creating ‘higher apprenticeships’-an alternative 
pathway to the traditional Graduate route. It offers the opportunity to earn a competitive 
salary while studying towards a professional qualification from a leading training 
organization. RDA Sydney believes that extending apprenticeship career path options to 
higher level qualification such as diploma and associate degrees alongside practical 
training and experience, seems a logical evolution if we are to meet the needs of Industry 
4.0. 

RECOMMENDATION:  Australian and NSW government provide funding support 
for STEM skills programs in schools –particularly those also encouraging self-
learning, creativity, communications marketing and teamwork  

 RECOMMENDATION: An Industry-University Consortium is formed made up of : 
leading edge innovators, local manufacturers, universities (technology experts), 
and training organisations to provide input on research and development priorities 
and develop the national technology strategies required for Industry 4.0 and 
sustain analysis on issues  

RECOMMENDATION: Create leading technology blogs and podcasts on say the 
recommended Manufacturing Lighthouse digital platform. On this international and 
Australian Best Practice technologies and techniques could be highlighted and 
showcased 24/7 for SME’s whenever they needed it.    

RECOMMENDATION: Connect graduates with industry through RIBIT, an online 
matching online and event driven system. RIBIT a project of Data 61 has proved to 
be most successful in matching graduates and students with industry needs. We 
recommend it be strengthened and provided with greater levels of long term 
funding. 

RECOMMENDATION: Promote digital skills in vocational education and training as 
well as on the job training in order to make employees digital ready. 

 

  



Advanced Processes  

1. Increase the 
adoption of 
advanced 
“smart factory” 
production 
techniques 

DoI will work with key partners to 

deliver industry-led – “Industry 4.0” 

workshops state-wide that are 

focussed on enhancing state-wide 

uptake of Industry 4.0 by NSW 

manufacturers.  Workshops will 

focus on key priority areas 

including big data/analytics; AI; 

augmented reality; digital supply 

chain; and security of things.   The 

focus is on educating industry to 

lower production costs, creating an 

environment that fosters 

innovation.   

 RECOMMENDATION: RDA Sydney agrees with Workshops but also suggests to 
fund a team of industry contractors capable of working within a company short 
term to help set up the new technology.  

 

RECOMMENDATION: Support workshops by creating leading technology blogs on 
say the recommended Manufacturing Lighthouse digital platform. On this 
international and Australian Best Practice technologies and techniques could be 
highlighted and showcased 24/7 for SME’s whenever they needed it.    

 

RECOMMENDATION: Support the development and maintenance of advanced 
cluster groups such as those of RDA Sydney. Through interaction and knowledge 
sharing these new technology skills and expertise can be propagated.   

As part of this, NSW Government 

will deliver: 

 Training/information seminars 

and, including training modules 

for small and medium-sized 

businesses and tailored 

workshops for those businesses 

based in Western Sydney and 

Regional NSW   

 An online tool offering firms an 

“Industry 4.0 readiness check  

 RECOMMENDATION:   As Above 

2. Support  the 
creation of 
customised, 
high-value 
goods for global 
markets 

 

Facilitate keynote speaker series 

and seminars, featuring national 

and international manufacturing 

experts from global markets on 

global best practice  

 

 RECOMMENDATION:   RDA Sydney recommends that Australia should rejoin 

the World Manufacturing Forum – Intelligent Systems Program which it used to be 

part of up until 2006. This forum was made up of the world’s leading manufacturing 

countries and companies highlighting breakthrough technologies and global 

market trends. This could be used to bring experts here. 

 

 Further information on this subject can be found in CSIRO Advanced 

Manufacturing, A roadmap for unlocking future growth opportunities for Australia 

(2016) outlines the global megatrends, Australia’s competitive landscape and 

Opportunities to growth. https://www.csiro.au/en/Do-

business/Futures/.../Advanced-manufacturing-roadmap 

 

https://www.csiro.au/en/Do-business/Futures/.../Advanced-manufacturing-roadmap
https://www.csiro.au/en/Do-business/Futures/.../Advanced-manufacturing-roadmap


Advanced Business Models and Creating Demand 

1. Attract foreign 
direct 
investment and 
grow industry 
presence 

 

DoI will lead a cross- government 

effort to encourage international 

businesses to choose NSW as their 

Asia-Pacific base by assessing 

NSW’s current competitive position 

benchmarked against key 

competitors  

  

RDA Sydney agrees there is a need for the NSW Government to play a central role in 

leading a cross government effort to encourage international businesses to choose NSW 

as their Asia Pacific base by assessing NSW current competitive position benchmarked 

against key competitors. 

From 2005-2011 GWSEDB and then RDA Sydney developed a GWS Investment profile, 

Sydney Metropolitan Economic Baseline Assessment Reports (2010-2017 editions), 

economic development profiles and industry capability profiles for key industry sectors 

including manufacturing for Greater Western Sydney. We still have these available for 

distribution. These could be updated.  

RECOMMENDATION: An investment attraction strategy needs to be developed 

highlighting the advantages and benefits of Sydney as a global city. 

RECOMMENDATION: Investment Strategy needs to be supported by the range of 

investment information above as well as market intelligence, FastTrack land-use 

development planning, utilities, transport and employment availability, skills 

training and technology centres.  

RECOMMENDATION: Develop a profile of manufacturing across NSW and in 

Sydney- with specialty industry sectors, highlighting  what industries operate from 

the different industrial sites not only of Western Sydney but of the whole of Sydney 

and identify those areas where manufacturing could be actively encouraged. 

 

 
DoI will lead a cross-government 

effort to continue to identify and 

develop precincts and industry 

clusters in strategic locations 

across the state  

 
RECOMMENDATION: Follow the lead of the US where they have developed 
technology hubs and precincts. As part of the Connect San Diego they are part of 
the fourteen iHub’s in California. The NSW government through Jobs for NSW 
should fund the development of these technology hubs  

RECOMMENDATION: Develop a profile of manufacturing across NSW and in 
Sydney- identifying specialty technology centres and clusters. 

RECOMMENDATION: Most RDAs in NSW are suitably placed and in many cases 
like RDA Sydney, have already developed industry clusters in these strategic 
locations and precincts. DoI should support and help fund the development of 
these precincts and industry clusters.  

 

 



 
DoI will continue to coordinate as 

well as develop and execute 

strategic projects state wide that 

create jobs and contribute to 

economic growth by revitalising 

local communities and activating 

underutilised government land  

 
RECOMMENDATION: Whilst we are aware that there has been a change in the NSW 
government regional development policy, most RDAs in NSW are suitably placed 
and in many cases like RDA Sydney, have already developed industry clusters in 
these strategic locations and precincts.  

DoI should support and help fund RDAs alongside the proposed JOCs in the 
development of these precincts and industry clusters 

2. Globally 
promote and 
showcase NSW 
Advanced 
Manufacturing 
capabilities 

Working with, Austrade and 

Business Events Sydney, Promote 

NSW Advanced Manufacturing to 

other States and internationally 

through global showcasing and 

promoting  through business 

events as well as inbound and 

outbound trade missions and 

delegations   

 RDA Sydney believes that NSW as a state needs to be far more strategic with respect to 

global markets particularly in improving market intelligence and promotion through 

Austrade overseas offices and at international exhibitions. Unlike other states the NSW 

government always appears to take a back seat and rely on industry groups and 

companies to do it themselves.  

More attention needs to be given to determining the key NSW industry capabilities and 

overseas global supply chain opportunities, so as to develop key responsive strategies, 

collaborative activities and programs with industry groups and companies for international 

marketing and promotion. Other states are doing this and we are in many cases being left 

behind. Appropriate skilled staffing resources and funding is critical in developing a more 

TEAM NSW approach. How we fit into a TEAM AUSTRALIA national supply chain 

overseas promotion should not however be lost!      

 RECOMMENDATION: To define clearly NSW’s unique value proposition and 

competitive advantage. This may mean to identify the types of manufacturing 

sectors already succeeding in global markets, those with potential to do so, and 

position the State as the leader in specific industries. That way it will be easier to 

promote NSW  

RECOMMENDATION: DoI to provide profiling opportunities for SME’s by 

supporting and exhibiting at National Manufacturing Week, CEBIT, Pacific Maritime 

Exposition, Avalon Airshow, Land Conferences, outbound trade missions and 

export market development expos, to name a few.  

 
DoI  establishing a Western 

Sydney Investment Attractions 

Office that will focus on attracting 

investment, increasing trade and 

creating new jobs to support the 

growth of globally competitive and 

sustainable NSW industries, such 

as Advanced Manufacturing 

 RDA Sydney applauds the establishment of a Western Sydney Investment Attractions 

Office. However this group must be able to draw together the cross governmental and 

industry support groups and develop the appropriate investment attraction and marketing 

collateral to support the activity.  

 RECOMMENDATION: DoI should study best practice Investment attraction offices 

overseas (such as Singapore) and in Australia (Gold Coast) and fund the 

engagement of suitably qualified international investment attraction specialists.   

 



 
   

3. Make it easier to 
do business in 
NSW – 
Government as 
a Customer 

The Department of Finance, 

Services and Innovation is currently 

undertaking a review of NSW 

Government procurement 

processes that will examine ways 

to streamline processes and look 

increasing participation of NSW 

businesses, including SMEs, in 

government procurement 

processes. This includes identifying 

an investing in initiatives that 

improve capabilities of NSW 

businesses to bid for government 

work.  

 

 RDA Sydney agrees a better effort from the NSW government needs to be made to 

increase participation of SMEs in procurement opportunities. Manufacturers have raised 

concerns about the lack of commitment from government and have emphasized their 

wish to participate in procurement opportunities during our roundtable discussions. 

They have particularly raised concerns about procurement policies which disadvantage 

local industry- particularly where consideration of whole-of-life economic, environment 

and strategic costs have not been taken onto consideration in major Australian 

government and NSW government procurement contracts. 

Manufacturers argued that the tendering criteria used to assess bids in local procurement 

contract give excessive weight to initial purchase prices, are burdensome and costly in 

preparation, and give insufficient weight to issues of quality, flexibility in design change, 

customization and timeliness in delivery over the product life. These factors in many 

cases are precluding SMEs from being able to bid. Manufacturers recommended a re-

weighting of criteria used to assess tender bids and more effective enforcement of current 

standards. 

A big issue for SMEs in particular, is the prohibitive cost of preparing tender bids. Part of 

the reason for this is that government departments and large firms within to buy 

manufactured goods have an implicit preference for dealing with large companies. This is 

part reflected in the ways tender documents are written, which have the effect of 

excluding SMEs, as the contract will seek to source a complete supply contract from a 

single supplier.  

RDA Sydney has been involved with the Western Sydney Procurement Project Steering 

Committee in developing and implementing a procurement project for SMEs lead by DoI. 

So far it has been successful in connecting SMEs to primes and government and as a 

result government’s commitment and interest has increased. 

RECOMMENDATION: Taking into consideration that 97 percent of manufacturers 

are SMEs It is important for the NSW Government to evaluate current procurement 

policy and make the necessary changes to enable SMEs to have better access to 

procurement opportunities. 

RECOMMENDATION: That the NSW Government commits ongoing funding for the 

Western Sydney Procurement Project.  
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